In this paper, we consider the finite difference method for the generalized two-dimensional (2D) multi-term time-fractional Oldroyd-B fluid model, which is a subclass of non-Newtonian fluids. Different from the general multi-term time fractional equations, the generalized fluid equation not only has a multi-term time derivative but also possess a special time fractional operator on the spatial derivative. Firstly, a new discretization of the time fractional derivative is given. And a vital lemma, which plays an important role in the proof of stability, is firstly proposed. Then the new finite difference scheme is constructed. Next, the unique solvability, unconditional stability and convergence of the proposed scheme are proved by the energy method. Numerical examples are given to verify the numerical accuracy and efficiency of the numerical scheme as compared to theoretical analysis, and this numerical method can extended to solve other non-Newtonian fluid models.
Introduction
In the last few decades, non-Newtonian fluids which do not satisfy a linear relationship between the stress tensor and the deformation tensor have been widely applied in engineering and industry. The constitutive equation of non-Newtonian fluids is much more complex than its Newtonian counterparts, and the constitutive equations involving fractional calculus have been proved to be a valuable tool to handle viscoelastic properties [1, 2] and some results are obtained which are in good agreement with the experimental data [3, 4] .
One particular subclass of non-Newtonian fluids is the generalized Oldroyd-B fluid, which has been found to approximate the response to many dilute polymeric liquids. Some recent work regarding the generalized Oldroyd-B fluids can be found in references [5, 6, 7, 8] .
The fundamental electromagnetic relations have been summarized by Sutton [9] . For the magnetohydrodynamic(MHD) flow, Zheng et al. [10, 11] discussed the flow between two plates with slip boundary conditions and obtain the exact solution in terms of Fox Hfunction by some transform techniques. Khan et al. [12, 13] investigated the MHD flow of a generalized Oldroyd-B fluid in a circular pipe and a porous space, respectively.
One important part is the following incompressible Oldroyd-B fluid which is bounded by two infinite rigid plates, when a magnetic field is imposed on the above flow under the assumption of low magnetic Reynolds number. Fetecau et al. [14] considered the two dimensional case:
∂u(x, y, t) ∂t = υ(1 + θD β t )(
where λ and θ are relaxation and retardation times, ν = µ ρ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ρ is the density of the fluid, µ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient of the fluid. D α t , D β t are the time fractional operators, 0 < α, β < 1 and u(x, y, t) is the velocity. Khan et al. [13] considered the following generalized Oldroyd-B fluid in a porous medium with the influence of Hall current where k is the permeability of the porous medium, ϕ 1 is the porosity of the medium, φ is the Hall parameter, B 0 is the magnetic intensity and σ is the electrical conductivity.
Stimulated by the above research in this field, we will give the following two dimensional
Oldroyd-B fluid with the influence of Hall current 
where u = u(x, y, t), (x, y) ∈ Ω = (0, L x ) × (0, L y ), 0 < t ≤ T, and with the following initial condition u(x, y, 0) = ϕ(x, y), u t (x, y, 0) = φ(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Ω and the boundary conditions
where
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function.
Although there are some literatures [10, 11, 17, 18] give the analytical solutions of the generalized Oldroyd-B fluid, but they are always given in series form with generalized G or H-function. Therefore, numerical method is a promising tool to solve these equations.
And up to now, numerical methods to solve fractional diffusion equation mainly are finite difference methods [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] , finite element method [26, 27, 28, 29] , finite volume methods [30, 31] , spectral methods [32, 33, 34] and meshless methods [35, 36] .
Bazhlekova et al. [37] proposed a finite difference method to solve the viscoelastic flow with generalized fractional Oldroyd-B model, fractional operator is Riemann-Liouville time fractional derivative and they utilised the Grünwald-Letnikov formula to approximate it, which was low accuracy and lacked theoretical analysis. Recently, Feng et al. [38] gave the numerical solution to these problems, but it confined to one-dimensional case, the twodimensional case is seldom solved, and the temporal convergence order we get in this paper is min{3 − γ l , 2 − α m , 2 − β r }, this is also better than [38] which the temporal convergence is only first order.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, preliminary knowledge is given, in which a new numerical scheme to discretise the time fractional derivative is proposed.
In section 3, we develop the finite difference method for the generalized Oldroyd-B fluid model and derive the implicit scheme. And we proceed with the proof of the stability and convergence of the scheme by energy method and discuss the solvability of the numerical scheme in section 4. In section 5, we present two numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and some conclusions are drawn finally.
Formulation of the Multi-term time fractional flow model
We impose a magnetic field in the positive y-axis with intensity B 0 and the electrical conductivity is σ. Suppose that the main flow only takes place along the x−axis, then we shall assume the velocity field and the extra stress of the form
where i is the unit vector in the z−direction of the Cartesian coordinate system x, y and z.
The conservation equation of an incompressible fluid is
where ρ is the fluid density, P is the hydrostatic pressure, ∇ is the gradient operator, r is the Darcy resistance for an Oldroyd-B fluid, and J is the current density, B is the total magnetic field so that B = B 0 + b, B 0 and b are the applied and induced magnetic fields, respectively. By Eq.(2), the continuous equation (3) holds automatically. The constitutive equation for a generalized Oldroyd-B fluid is defined as [15] :
where µ is the dynamic viscosity and λ and θ are relaxation and retardation times, and α and β are fractional calculus orders, and Dt β can be expressed as
where D α t and D β t are the Caputo fractional derivative operators of order α and β with respect to t, respectively. θ = 0 we have a generalized Maxwell fluid. The classical NavierStokes fluid can be obtained for λ = θ = 0 and α = β = 1. The Hall effect is taken into consideration, and thus we have
in which ω e is the cyclotron frequency of electrons, τ e is the electron collision time, σ is the electrical conductivity, e is the electron charge, n e is the number density of electrons and p e is the electron pressure, E is the electric field. Further, it is assumed that there is no applied or polarization voltage so that E = 0.
Moreover, Darcy resistance r can also be interpreted as measure of the flow resistance offered by the solid matrix, thus r satisfies the following equation:
where φ 1 is the porosity of the medium.
Substituting (6) and (7) into (5) and taking into account the initial condition S(x, y, 0) = 0, we obtain S xx = S xy = S yy = 0 and the relevant partial differential equations
then substituting Eqs. (8) (9) (10) into Eq.(4) and neglecting the pressure gradient, then we obtain the generalized two dimensional Oldroyd-B fluid with the influence of Hall current.
Preliminary
Firstly, in the x−direction [0, L x ], we take the mesh points
, we take the mesh points y j = jh y , j = 0, 1, · · · , M y , and t n = nτ ,
N are the uniform spatial step size and temporal step size, respectively. Denote
We introduce the following notations:
For improving the temporal convergence accuracy from first order [38] to higher order, we will give a new discretization of the fractional derivative D α t u (0 < α < 1). For the function u ∈ C 0,0,3
), then the following equality holds
and (t k+1 , u(·, t k+1 )), we get
on the interval [t n−1 , t n− ], denoting the linear interpolation Π 1,n u(·, t) of u(·, t) using two points (t n−1 , u(·, t n−1 )) and (t n , u(·, t n )), we get
similar to the calculation in [39] , we obtain the difference analog of the Caputo fractional derivative of the order α (0 < α < 1) for the function u(x, y, t) in the following form:
where R 1 is the error, and for n = 1
for n ≥ 2,
where a
Lemma 3.1. For any 0 < α < 1 and u ∈ C 0,0,3
x,y,t (Ω × (0, T ]), the error
n−1 , where
we estimate the error R n−1 1 similarly to [39] :
The new discretization of D α
For k ≥ 2 and k + 1 = n − 1 we have
, n ≥ 1. the proof is completed.
is a formula of parameter α, but it is not always greater than 0, by simple algebraic calculation, when 0 < α < 0.4471, c
Similarly, for the time fractional derivative D β t u (0 < β < 1), we use the following formula
where R 2 = O(τ 2−β ) and the coefficients are similar to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
Next, we will give the new scheme for the fractional derivative D
,
where |R 3 | ≤ Cτ 2−β and
then we have
where 
Analyse: This is the vital Lemma, which plays an important role in the proof of unconditional stability. In the literature [42] , the real sequence a 0 , a 1 , · · · , a n , · · · satisfy a n+1 − 2a n + a n−1 ≥ 0, n = 1, 2, · · · . But from the Remark 1, the coefficients c
is not always greater than 0. Next, we will give the proof that it does not affect the results.
Then similar to Proposition 5.1 [42] , we will first prove the following results.
For the coefficients c
is defined as (16), (17), if
(the limit may be +∞), then
(and the sum of the series may be +∞).
Proof. For each nonnegative integer M , we define
k cos(kx), by summing by parts twice, we arrive at
From the well-known identity
by induction we get
From the properties of c
Next one makes the same proof to Proposition 5.2 [42] , (21) is proved.
Next we give the following lemmas [43] .
Lemma 3.5. Discretization of the time fractional derivative D γ t u(x, y, t) (1 < γ < 2). From the results in [43] , at mesh points (x i , y j , t n− ) we get
. . and satisfy the following properties: 1, 2 , . . . , n and S = {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , . . .} and P , then it holds that
The derivation of the difference scheme
To develop a finite difference scheme for the generalized problem (1), we define V h = {v | v is a grid function on Ω h and v 0j = v Mxj = v i0 = v iMy = 0}. For any u, v ∈ V h , we define the following discrete inner products and induced norms:
and
Similar to one-dimensional case, it is easy to get the following properties
We define the grid functionf n ij = f (x i , y j , t n ), ϕ ij = ϕ(x i , y j ), φ ij = φ(x i , y j ), where
Now, we will present the difference scheme for the two-dimensional problem (1), assume that u(x, y, t) ∈ C 4,4,3
).
From Eqs. (14), (19) and (21), we have the following scheme
Γ(2−βr) , and u(x i , y j , t n−
, in which C is independent of τ , h x and h y . Omitting the error term, we use U n ij as the numerical solution, then we obtain the implicit finite difference scheme for Eq.(1)
with initial and boundary conditions
Analysis of the numerical scheme

Solvability of the scheme
Firstly, we discuss the solvability of the finite difference scheme (27) .
Theorem 5.1. The finite difference scheme (27) is uniquely solvable.
Proof. The finite difference scheme (27) can be recast into (28) at each time level, the coefficient matrix A is
where B and C are block matrixes, 2 . Then A is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. Therefore A is nonsingular, which means that the numerical scheme (27) is uniquely solvable.
Stability
Then, we will analyze the stability of the schemes (27) by energy method.
Theorem 5.2. The finite difference scheme (27) is unconditionally stable.
Proof. Multiplying Eq. (17) by h x h y τ ∇ t U n ij and summing i from 1 to M x − 1, j from 1 to M y − 1 and summing n from 1 to N , we obtain
For the first term, using Lemma 3.6, we have
For the second term, we have
Using Lemma 3.4, we obtain
For the fourth term, we have
Applying (23), we obtain
Combining (14) and Lemma 3.4, we have
For the last term and using the important inequality ab ≤ εa 2 + b 2 4ε , we have
Substituting (30)- (36) into (27), we have
From Eq. (23), the definition of H 1 norm, we have
which means that the scheme (27) is unconditionally stable.
Convergence
Now we discuss the convergence of the scheme (27) . x,y,t (Ω), then there exists a positive constant C independent of h and τ such that
Proof. Denote e n ij = u n ij − U n ij , and e n is the error vector. Subtracting (27) from (25), we have
Applying Theorem 2, and
Then from (38), we can obtain
This completes the proof of convergence of the difference scheme (27).
Numerical examples
In this section, we carry out some numerical experiments using the proposed finite difference schemes to illustrate our theoretical statements.
Example 1 Consider the following multi-term time fractional diffusion equation
where (x, y, t)
, and the exact solution is u(x, y, t) = (t 3 + 1) sin(πx) sin(πy).
In this simulation, we choose h x = h y = h, and use the implicit finite difference scheme (27) to solve the equation and the numerical results are given in Table 1 and   Table 2 . Table 1 shows the L 2 error and L ∞ error and the convergence order of h for different γ 1 , γ 2 , α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 with τ = 1/1000 at t = 1. Table 2 shows the L 2 error and L ∞ error and the convergence order of τ for different γ 1 , γ 2 , α 1 , α 2 , β 1 , β 2 with
From the tables, we can find the numerical results are in good agreement with the exact solution and reach the accuracy of τ min{3−γ 1 ,3−γ 2 ,2−α 1 ,2−α 2 ,2−β 1 ,2−β 2 } + h 2 order, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our numerical method and confirms the theoretical analysis. Table 1 : The spacial error and convergence order for different γ1, γ2, α1, α2, β1, β2 with τ = 1/1000. 
∂u(x,y,t) ∂t
where d is the distance between the two side walls, L is the distance of the plate in xdirection. In the calculation, we choose h = 1/20, τ = 1/100, L = d = 5. In order to observe the effects of different physical parameter on the velocity field, we plot some figures to demonstrate the dynamic characteristics of the generalized Oldroyd-B fluid. The variations of u(x, y, t) with x, y for different values of λ, ν, α, β at a fixed time(t = 1) are illustrated in Figs. 1-2 , from the figures, we can conclude that the parameter λ, ν and the fractional order α, β have effects on the velocity function u(x, y, t). Fig 3 shows the influence of time on the velocity and we can note that the flow velocity increases with t = 0.5 and t = 1 respectively. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a finite difference method to solve the multi-term time fractional diffusion equation incorporating the unsteady MHD Couette flow of a generalized Oldroyd-B fluid. We give a implicit finite difference schemes with accuracy of O(τ min{3−γ l ,2−αm,2−βr} + h 2 x + h 2 y ). In addition, we established the stability and convergence analysis for the implicit difference scheme. Two numerical examples were exhibited to verify the effectiveness and reliability of our method. We can conclude that our numerical method is robust and can be extended to other multi-term time fractional diffusion equations, such as the generalized Oldroyd-B fluid in a rotating system and the generalized Maxwell fluid model. In future work, we shall investigate alternating direction implicit (ADI) method to the two-dimensional generalized Oldroyd-B fluid, convert the two-dimensional computation to several one-dimensional ones, and reduce the computing time and storage.
